EASTLEA COMMUNITY SCHOOL

PROSPECTUS

Aspiration, Respect, Integrity, Curiosity and Enjoyment

Ethos
In partnership with families, we nurture, support and challenge our pupils so they are ready to grasp the opportunities
that lie beyond life at Eastlea Community School.
This is achieved through our aims:
•

To provide an Outstanding education to all pupils

•

•

To provide a safe, challenging, stimulating and
aspirational learning environment

To provide access to life-changing enrichment
opportunities

•

To teach respect, inclusivity and tolerance

High expectation, high aspirations

Message from the Headteacher
Since I joined this school as headteacher in September 2017, I have seen a remarkable change in
the culture of this school.
The great challenge that working in schools brings is not to educate but to inspire. Inspire a
belief in young people that they can achieve, they can reach their potential.
For too long, students at this school did not set the bar high enough for what they dreamed to
be possible. That has changed.
There is a belief now that regardless of their background and circumstances, students have the
capacity to realise their ambitions.
In the years to follow, students will leave Eastlea Community School to become doctors, lawyers,
CEOs, engineers, scientists, writers - working at the top of the most prestigious professions.
Young people do not fail because they do not have the potential, they fail because they do not
believe their dreams are achievable.
Together, as a school, as parents and as a community, we have a duty to inspire a culture of high
aspirations and high expectations in our young people.
I truly hope you decide to join our school and take this journey with us.
Mr Stephen Gillatt, Headteacher

Why Eastlea?
The very high ambitions we have for our students are realised through a committed
approach to academic rigour in an environment of good manners, hard work and discipline.
We help our families build outstanding young people who are not only capable of
passing their exams but also of having a positive impact on the world.
Students are expected to uphold and be responsible for maintaining high standards of
behaviour and treating others with respect.

This school has changed so
much in the last two years.
There is now an expectation
we will succeed.

YEAR 11 SAFFRON

Our expectations
We expect our students to be polite, helpful, tolerant and well-behaved, both inside
and outside of the school.
We develop leadership by encouraging students to take up positions of responsibility,
participate in extra-curricular activities and get involved in other enrichment
experiences.
Kindness, respect and honesty are expected at all times to help create the supportive
learning environment that allows students to achieve and thrive.

Classes are much calmer now
and there is a big focus on
achieving your best. It gives
you confidence in yourself to
achieve.
YEAR 9 TASNIM

Our staff
The teachers in this school
have a true passion for
helping students both with
their class work and with any
personal issues.
YEAR 11 LORENZO

A renewed focus on teaching and learning means all teaching staff are expected to
deliver Good or Outstanding lessons every single day.
They are expected to respond to parental enquiries regarding a child’s progress and
development and give regular feedback.
Our staff share with families and the community a common purpose, which is to
improve the lives and the life chances of our young people.

More Able Students
We pride ourselves in offering a range of bespoke academic programmes that
challenge and engage our most gifted students.
We believe that many children are capable of high achievement, given the right
learning environment and opportunities.
At Eastlea Community School there is no ceiling on children’s capacity to flourish and
achieve in a highly aspirational learning environment.

The More Able programme at
this school is incredible. I have
had so many opportunities to
work with the biggest names
across different industries.
YEAR 10 ANDREEA

English as an additional language
We recognise that many students whose first language is not English require additional
help in order for them to reach their full potential.

When I first arrived here my
English was not that great.
With the support from my
teachers, I now feel able to
learn in lessons.

Induction lessons are provided to help new arrivals from overseas and additional
support includes after-school clubs, in-class support and lunchtime homework clubs.

YEAR 7 SYAM

Rewards and Awards
Knowing that if you do
something well you will be
rewarded gives you lots of
motivation.
YEAR 8 ADEEL

At Eastlea Community School, we create a culture of high aspiration and high
expectation by celebrating and rewarding achievement and success.
This includes positive comments in student planners; letters or phone calls home to
parents; coverage in local and national press; and featuring on our social media pages
and in the school’s termly newsletter.

SEND
We work in partnership with families to support and encourage students with a broad
spectrum of learning difficulties.

My teachers care about me.

Throughout their education, students will be accessed by both internal and external
specialists to ensure their needs are being met.

YEAR 10 ANGEL

Enrichment / extra-curricular
There are so many clubs on
offer at Eastlea.

YEAR 7 TOM

At Eastlea Community School, we believe learning and enrichment does not stop
when students leave the classroom. To prepare for life after Eastlea, students are
encouraged to join a range of clubs, activities, trips and mentoring sessions to develop
their interest and talents.
We want to provide interesting and memorable alternatives to classroom-based
learning that will broaden the experiences of students and enrich their lives. There is an
expectation on students that they will participate in the extra-curricular activities offered.
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